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Imprecise dynamic walking with time-projection control
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1EPFL, Switzerland

We present a new walking foot-placement controller based on 3LP, a 3D model of bipedal walking that is composed of three
pendulums to simulate falling, swing and torso dynamics. Taking advantage of linear equations and closed-form solutions of the 3LP
model, our proposed controller projects intermediate states of the biped back to the beginning of the phase for which a discrete LQR
controller is designed. After the projection, a proper control policy is generated by this LQR controller and used at the intermediate
time. This control paradigm reacts to disturbances immediately and includes rules to account for swing dynamics and leg-retraction.
We apply it to a simulated Atlas robot in position-control, always commanded to perform in-place walking. The stance hip joint
in our robot keeps the torso upright to let the robot naturally fall, and the swing hip joint tracks the desired footstep location.
Combined with simple Center of Pressure (CoP) damping rules in the low-level controller, our foot-placement enables the robot
to recover from strong pushes and produce periodic walking gaits when subject to persistent sources of disturbance, externally or
internally. These gaits are imprecise, i.e., emergent from asymmetry sources rather than precisely imposing a desired velocity to
the robot. Also in extreme conditions, restricting linearity assumptions of the 3LP model are often violated, but the system remains
robust in our simulations. An extensive analysis of closed-loop eigenvalues, viable regions and sensitivity to push timings further
demonstrate the strengths of our simple controller.

Index Terms—Motion Control, Legged Robots, Predictive Control, Bipedal Walking, Disturbance Rejection

I. INTRODUCTION

Bipedal locomotion is a challenging task for humanoid
robots due to actuation complexities, the large number of
degrees of freedom and most importantly, the hybrid nature
of changing contacts. The robot should keep upright balance,
bear its weight with the lower-limbs and at the same time, track
desired trajectories very quickly to ensure dynamic stability.
Contact changes also require physical or virtual compliance
in the legs for unforeseen touch-down events. In this paper,
we shortly review dynamic walking and discuss two possible
ways of stabilizing the motion: using ankle torques and foot-
placement. We then propose a new theory and a very simple
controller that combines these strategies and achieves dynamic
walking at different gait parameters. This controller eliminates
the need for calculating reference walking trajectories and thus
produces a high-level compliant behavior. The same controller
is also used in extreme push-recovery scenarios which are,
in principle, similar to our walking scenarios. In all these
cases, behaviors emerge from internal or external sources of
asymmetry which continuously interact with our controller.

A. Center of Pressure Control

A conventional way of stabilizing walking is to use ankle
torques for tracking Center of Mass (CoM) trajectories. In this
method, dynamically consistent motion plans are generated via
simplified models and replicated on the robot through active
control of the Center of Pressure (CoP). Such tracking can
use contact force sensors [1] or inverse dynamics and torque
control [2], [3]. In this paradigm, the hybrid nature of walking
does not limit the controller, since ankle torques can stabilize
the trajectories immediately. Therefore, simple PID gains [3]
or continuous-time LQR approaches [4] can easily correct
for CoM deviations. With the CoP control strategy, it is also
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possible to generate more human-like motions with prescribed
toe-off and heel-contact phases. However, at least one foot
should always be in full contact with the terrain to allow for
CoP modulation [5]–[7]. In summary, kinematic trajectories
do not change much in this control approach, and only the
ankle torques resist against perturbations and deviations.

B. Foot-Placement

Another method of walking stabilization relies on foot-
placement [8]–[11] which assumes no ankle torques available
in sagittal and lateral directions (a foot segment may still be
needed in case of 3D walking to provide transversal contact
wrenches). In this strategy, we assume under-actuation in the
system during each single-support phase, i.e., the robot always
falls in some direction. Foot-placement provides stability over
the next phases of motion where the adjusted foot location
leads to capturing or pumping extra energy in the system and
bringing it back to the nominal trajectory. Once the adjustment
is calculated with an advanced strategy, we can use PID or
continuous LQR controllers on the swing-hip joint to reach
the new target-point. The hybrid nature of walking requires
prediction of next motion phases which makes foot-placement
challenging. However, simplified models of the robot can
speed up calculations considerably. Inverted Pendulum (IP)
[12] and its linear version (LIP) [1] are probably the simplest
models used for these predictions, concentrating the whole
mass of the robot into a point and modeling the legs with
massless inverted pendulums.

C. Discrete Control

With simplified models we can discretize the motion, i.e.,
to decrease our control resolution and think about trajec-
tories (and deviations) only at specific phase events. Such
discretization, e.g., between touch down or maximum apex
moments, can form the basis for a discrete controller that
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adjusts inputs when the event triggers [13]. The LIP model
provides analytical transition matrices in this regard while non-
linear models require numerical integrations to obtain similar
Poincaré maps [14]. They also need a library of controllers to
handle such linearization around different gait conditions [15]–
[17]. The synchrony of control with hybrid phase-changes is
of particular interest in foot-placement because the correction
only becomes effective at the hybrid phase-change moments
[15], [18], [19]. We note that in single-mass models like IP
and LIP, we decide the target swing location instantly while in
reality, the hip controller requires time to reach these positions.
A discrete controller triggered at the maximum apex moment
can, therefore, decide a swing attack angle and let the hip joint
simply reach it in the rest of the phase.

D. Continuous Control

Although a discrete controller can predict the future very
rapidly in terms of computation, there might be intermittent
disturbances that shortly act on the system at any time and
disappear. As mentioned earlier, discretization of walking
trajectories is usually synchronized with the gait frequency.
However, due to unstable falling dynamics, the stance period
(i.e., stance period) is long enough for even moderate inter-
mittent disturbances to accumulate and result in a considerable
deviation. Such an unstable nature requires taking a large step
in the next phase whereas the footstep location of that same
phase could be continuously adjusted online to stabilize with
less effort. This raises an interesting control problem in which
the discretization rate is reasonable but too slow to handle
inter-sample disturbances. In other words, although the next
footstep location only becomes effective when established, we
need to adjust it online according to continuous deviations we
observe at every control tick (e.g., millisecond).

E. Model Predictive Control

Inter-sample disturbances become important in hybrid sys-
tems with switching modes, where deviation of one state
(e.g., swing location) might not be important in one mode
due to a weak coupling, but becomes very important in
another mode where it has a strong coupling (e.g., when it
becomes the new stance foot location). In normal continuous
systems without hybrid modes, however, the coupling between
variables remains the same, and it is possible to discretize at
any rate or even apply standard controllers such as Linear
Quadratic Regulators (LQR) [20]. These controllers have
extensive applications in CoP control [21], [22], though, for
foot-placement, they are not straightforward and lead to a
complicated discrete and switched LQR problem [23]. The
switching modes here refer to integer decision variables which
decided phase changes. These variables make optimizations
computationally very expensive [23], though they can lead to
a variable timing in walking control which is more powerful
[24] (depending on sampling time). We can remove these
decision variables by fixing the rhythm of walking and make
the optimization easier to solve, but the hybrid nature should
still be considered. Following this idea in an earlier work, we
optimized future footstep locations by such a fixed-time Model

Predictive Control (MPC) problem on the LIP model [9]. Our
optimization was solved every millisecond, and its prediction
horizon involved the remaining time of the current phase plus
a couple of next phases, similar to [11].

F. Intuition

Apart from complications of predictive controllers discussed
earlier, foot-placement, in the end, translates to a mapping be-
tween measured errors and footstep adjustments. Raibert [25]
used a known yet very simple approach for hopping where the
footstep adjustment was a function of CoM horizontal speed. A
similar rule was used for walking in the SIMBICON controller
[26]. These intuitive laws with hand-tuned coefficients moved
the footstep location further when a faster forward speed was
detected. The idea was formally applied to the LIP model in
[10] where those coefficients precisely captured the motion,
i.e., they found a footstep location on top of which the CoM
stops with zero velocity. In both frameworks, the footstep
location can be adjusted online in reaction to inter-phase
disturbances. The LIP model provides closed-form prediction
of the future, allowing the capturability framework to consider
physical limitations and calculate capture regions for the robot
[10].

G. Time-Projection

In this work, instead of future prediction, we map the
inter-sample states back in time to the beginning of the
phase. At each control tick, the measured deviations (caused
by inter-sample disturbances) are equivalent to some larger
initial-phase deviations that a discrete controller has stabilized
by applying an input at the beginning of the phase. This
input could be parameters of a piece-wise linear swing-hip
torque profile during the phase for example. In that imaginary
equivalent system whose evolution passes through the current
state of the real system, the input remains constant until
the end of the phase, possibly because of zero-order hold
assumptions in discretization. The proposed control framework
in this paper takes that input and applies it to the real system at
the current time. In the next control tick again, the backward
mapping is repeated, new equivalent initial states and constant
inputs are found, and the real system’s input is updated. Under
certain conditions (on the discrete controller), this process can
stabilize controllable linear systems even-though discretization
with a fine resolution also works for them. For hybrid walking
systems, however, this process makes more sense because
we can update actuator inputs with a high frequency and
yet, the hybrid nature of the system imposes a much coarser
discretization.

H. Comparison with the Literature

We use the 3LP model instead of LIP [9], [11], [27] which
is a more complete version with three masses that account for
falling, swing and torso-balancing dynamics [28]. Thanks to
linearity, 3LP provides the necessary transition matrices for
backward mapping in time-projection control. By disabling
the ankle torques in 3LP, we only focus on foot-placement
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strategy, and thus, the inputs to our system are swing-hip
torques. The state vector also includes pelvis and swing foot
positions together. Time-projection control, therefore, gives
swing-hip-torque profiles as a function of deviations in the
pelvis and swing foot trajectories. We integrate the current
state with these profiles to the end of the phase in the
imaginary equivalent system and obtain the final footstep
adjustment as a function of current deviations. Time-projection
provides look-up-tables which are much faster to calculate
than numerical MPC optimizations, though with the cost
of ignoring inequality constraints. This compromise seems
negligible, however, and is discussed in the appendix through
a viability analysis [18]. Note that the currently observed
deviation could be attributed to an equivalent average CoP
point (in the LIP model) as well which could be used for
better capture point prediction [10]. CoP serves as input for
the LIP model of [10] whereas, in our time-projection on
the foot-less 3LP model, we find initial deviated states and
stabilizing hip torques as if we imitate a perturbed but stable
imaginary system. If we switch to the LIP model and CoP
control strategy, time-projection can also find stabilizing CoP
points, though a simple PID controller may do the same job.

I. Walking Simulations

Our overall walking controller on the simulated Atlas robot
uses known strategies from the literature and only adds our
particular foot-placement on top. More generally, the proposed
method applies to bipedal walking control on humanoid robots
with at least position control capabilities, contact force sensors
and an IMU unit on the pelvis. Simple damping rules in the
ankles implement CoP control [29], stance-hip joints keep
the torso upright [30], swing-hip joints track the desired
footstep locations [9], [27], [29] and a task-space inverse
kinematics method provides ground clearance [9]. The entire
method is currently based on position control, although it can
be extended to torque control as well. The robot is always
commanded to perform an in-place walking gait with the
foot-placement and CoP damping [29], [31] combined in both
sagittal and lateral directions. These strategies bring stability
against large momentary disturbances, and our walking gaits
emerge from persistent sources of smaller disturbances, for
example, external forces, titled torso angles and shifted pelvis
positions. In these gaits, the foot-placement algorithm con-
tinuously interacts with the asymmetry sources. We call our
method imprecise walking in the sense that we do not use the
nominal 3LP walking gaits [28] as feed-forward trajectories in
our controller. The foot-placement controller is robust enough
to handle violation of linearity assumptions, CoP damping,
heel/toe motions and perturbations altogether.

J. Novelty

Time-Projection control is the first novel aspect of this
paper and gives an alternative to the state of the art MPC
and capture-based controllers [9], [11], [27]. The second
novel aspect is that by applying time-projection on the 3LP
model, we calculate simple control rules that account for
swing dynamics and produce leg-retraction laws. These rules

are very similar to capture-based laws [10], though with
additional terms compensating for swing foot position and
velocity errors. This second novel aspect provides a better
dynamical match with the system (compared to the LIP model)
and enables for an extremely robust bipedal walking behavior
demonstrated on a simulated Atlas robot. We can produce
gaits as fast as 1.7 m/s at 3 steps/s, and recover pushes up
to 200 Ns strength. The self-selected speed in human is about
1.2 m/s at 1.9 steps/s for comparison [32]. Our simulations
naturally produce dynamic walking with heel-contact, toe-
off, vertical CoM, and torso motions altogether. We can also
achieve step lengths longer than the leg length of the robot,
indicating that our 3LP model and foot-placement rules do
not impose themselves or their linearity assumptions on the
robot and only suggest footstep locations. Finally, we also
provide a software that calculates time-projection look-up-
tables for arbitrary-sized robots, body-mass proportions and
walking frequencies (generic for all walking speeds). With
this flexibility, the swing dynamics of heavy-legged robots and
fast stepping frequencies can be handled systematically. This
paper starts with formulating the time-projection scheme and
deriving foot-placement controllers in the next section. We
continue by presenting walking and push-recovery results as
well as a sensitivity analysis for the few involved parameters.
Finally, we wrap up the paper by a discussion on performance
and future directions to improve the proposed controller.

II. TIME-PROJECTION

To present the idea behind time-projection in a simple way,
we consider a linear time-invariant system in which an error
should be regulated to zero at certain sampling times. The
3LP model and hybrid phase-changes of walking are discussed
later in this section, and the complex time-projection formulas
of these systems are included in the appendix for further
information.

A. Linear System

Define a state vector x(t) ∈ RN and a control vector u(t) ∈
RM . The system can be described by:

ẋ(t) = ax(t)+bu(t) (1)

where a ∈ RN×N and b ∈ RN×M are constant matrices. The
closed-form solution of this system at time t is obtained by:

x(t) = eatx(0)+
∫ t

0
ea(t−τ)bu(τ)dτ (2)

For simplicity, we consider a constant input here, although this
can be extended to linear or quadratic profiles without loss of
generality. With a constant input, parametrized by the vector
U ∈ RM , the equation (2) takes the form:

x(t) = eatx(0)+(eat − I)a−1bU (3)

where we assumed a is invertible. If a is singular, a similar
expression can be obtained by considering the Jordan form of
a. We consider a period time T > 0 at which the behavior of
this system could be described discretely:

X [k+1] = A(T )X [k]+B(T )U [k] (4)
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where X [k] = x(0), X [k+1] = x(T ), A(T ) = eaT and B(T ) =
(eaT − I)a−1b.

B. DLQR Control

Assume our linear system has a nominal solution X̄ [k] and
input Ū [k]. Due to linearity, we can define error dynamics as
follows:

E[k+1] = AE[k]+B∆U [k] (5)

where E[k] = X [k]− X̄ [k] and ∆U [k] = U [k]− Ū [k]. Here we
dropped (T ) from A(T ) and B(T ) for simplicity. Assume this
system is controllable and a DLQR controller can be found to
minimize the following cost function and constraint:

min
E[k],∆U [k]

∑
∞
k=0 E[k]T QE[k]+∆U [k]T R∆U [k]

s.t. E[k+1] = AE[k]+B∆U [k] k ≥ 0 (6)

where Q and R are cost matrices. The optimal gain matrix
calculated from this optimization is called K ∈ RM×N , pro-
ducing a correcting input ∆U [k] =−KE[k]. This controller is
only active at time instants kT and provides corrective inputs
to the system until the next sample (k+ 1)T . In this period,
the effect of any disturbance on the system is cumulative,
without any correction. Because of an exponential nature of
(2) in walking dynamics, even a small intermittent disturbance
might create a substantial error at time (k + 1)T . In non-
hybrid systems, this issue might be fixed by increasing the
resolution and redesigning the DLQR controller depending on
disturbance dynamics. This is not possible for walking due
to the hybrid nature. However, we can take advantage of a
coarse-time DLQR controller and increase the resolution as
described next.

C. Time-Projection Idea

Thanks to closed-form system equations (3), we can map the
state measured at any time t to the samples before and after.
Fig. 1.A shows the time-projection idea between samples kT
and (k+1)T . In brief, to apply time-projection:

1) Measure the current state x(t) at time t.
2) Project x(t) back in time with an unknown δÛt [k] to find

a possible initial state X̂t [k].

x(t) = A(t− kT )X̂t [k]

+ B(t− kT )(Ū [k]+δÛt [k]) (7)

Here, the hat notation means that these variables are
predicted at time t and they are not actual system
variables. The subscript t indicates dependency on t.

3) Now, given X̂t [k] and X̄ [k], find a projected error Êt [k]
at the beginning of the phase.

Êt [k] = X̂t [k]− X̄ [k] (8)

4) The expertise of DLQR controller can be used here to
apply a feedback on Êt [k].

δÛt [k] =−KÊt [k] (9)

kT (k+1)T

E
  
     δu(t

3
)

E
  
     δu(t

2
)

δu(t
2
)E

  
     δu(t

1
) δu(t

1
)

DLQR

t
1 t

3

δu(t
3
)

DLQR

DLQR

t
2

B) Inter-Samples

A) Projection

(k+1)Tt

DLQR

Disturbance

Adjustments

kT

ˆ t
3

t
2

t
1

ˆ

ˆ

5. Find the 
    unknown 

input

4. Apply 
DLQR

3. Find 
error

2. Project back with 
an unknown input

6. Apply the input at time t

1. Measure state
    at time t

Disturbance

kT (k+1)T

Correct

t

Project
Apply

Expert 
Controller

u(t)

C) Walking

III

II
I

III
II

I

Fig. 1. A) Schematic of time-projection during a single phase where the
dashed and solid lines are nominal and actual trajectories. B) Without distur-
bance at t1, time-projection produces no adjustment. During the disturbance,
e.g. at t2, this controller keeps updating the input. When the disturbance
is finished, e.g. at t3, the inputs remain constant until the next event. C)
Trajectories of panel B) plotted in a walking system. Here the adjusted hip
torques at times t1, t2 and t3 result in different final footstep adjustments that
can be given to a position-controlled robot.

5) Now, one can solve a system of linear equations to find
δÛt [k]. Defining x̄(t) = A(t − kT )X̄ [k] +B(t − kT )Ū [k]
and e(t) = x(t)− x̄(t) we have:[

A(t− kT ) B(t− kT )
K I

][
Êt [k]

δÛt [k]

]
=

[
e(t)

0

]
(10)

6) The input is then directly transferred to time t without
any change and applied to the system:

δu(t) = δÛt [k] (11)

This simple procedure can be done for any time instance t
between the coarse time-samples kT and (k+ 1)T to update
the control input. The time-projection loop involves solving a
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linear system of equations whose dimensions depend on the
number of control inputs and states in the system. Fig. 1.B
demonstrates three different inter-sample times t1, t2 and t3
before, in the middle and after the disturbance respectively.
When following nominal trajectories, the time-projection con-
troller produces zero adjustments δu(t) indeed. During the
disturbance, the controller keeps updating δu(t) and after, it
produces the same adjustment until the time (k+1)T .

D. Single-Dimensional Stability

To provide more intuition about closed-loop stability, we
consider a simple system with a single state and a single input:

ẋ(t) = x(t)+u(t)+w(t) (12)

where u(t) is the control input and w(t) is the disturbance.
Consider a control period T and steady-state solutions x̄ = 0
and ū = 0. The closed-form evolution of this system could be
written as:

X [k+1] = eT X [k]+ (eT −1)U [k] (13)

assuming a constant U [k] applied to the system. Now, imagine
we use a discrete controller at time instances kT to adjust the
constant input with a law of:

U [k] =−ΓX [k] (14)

The stability of closed-loop system suggests that:

|eT − (eT −1)Γ|< 1 (15)

which puts boundaries on Γ:

1 < Γ <
eT +1
eT −1

(16)

For this system, the DLQR controller satisfies this criteria.
The time-projection controller takes a state x(t), maps it to
the previous time-sample kT and finds the control input based
on the discrete controller Γ. Without loss of generality, we
focus on the first sample (k = 0) while other samples can be
discussed by replacing t with t− kT in our equations. Time-
projection infers:

x(t) = et X̂t [0]+ (et −1)δÛt [0]
δÛt [0] = −ΓX̂t [0] (17)

where X̂t [0] is a possible predicted initial state that can lead the
current measurement x(t). The two laws of (17) and system
equations (12) result in the following closed-loop system:

x(t) = et(−δÛt [0]
Γ

)+(et −1)δÛt [0]

ẋ(t) = (1+
1

− et

Γ
+ et −1

)x(t) (18)

which is found by resolving X̂t [0] in (17) and plugging
u(t) = δÛt [0] in (12). In order to produce finite feedbacks,
the denominator in (18) should not have a zero in 0 < t < T .
In other words, the root of denominator t0 should be outside
[0,T ]:

−et0

Γ
+ et0 −1 = 0 → t0 = ln(

1
1− 1

Γ

) (19)

This leads to the following two conditions: ln( 1
1− 1

Γ

)< 0→ 1
1− 1

Γ

< 1→ Γ < 0

ln( 1
1− 1

Γ

)> T → 1
1− 1

Γ

> eT → Γ < eT

eT−1

(20)

which further tighten the boundaries of (16) to:

1 < Γ <
eT

eT −1
(21)

Note that the DLQR controller does not necessarily satisfy
this criterion, unless proper state and input cost matrices are
chosen in the objective. Now, consider the Lyapunov function
V (t) = 1

2 x(t)2 whose derivative is:

V̇ (t) = x(t)ẋ(t) = ε(t)x(t)2 (22)

where:

ε(t) = 1+
1

− et

Γ
+ et −1

(23)

It is obvious that ε(t) monotonically decreases with time,
because Γ > 1. Thus:

ε̇(t) =
et( 1

Γ
−1)

(− et

Γ
+ et −1)2

< 0 (24)

Since ε(0) = 1−Γ < 0, one can conclude that:

V̇ (t) = ε(t)x(t)2 < ε(0)x(t)2 (25)

which proves that V (t) decreases over time. In the next phase,
although ε(t) resets to its value at t = 0 again, its derivative
is always negative according to (24). Therefore, since x(t) is
continuous, the Lyapunov function V (t) remains continuous at
the phase transition moment and continues to decreases in the
next phase. As a result, the system is stable with any choice of
Γ in (21). Note that in the absence of disturbances, for example
between t = 2 and t = 3 in Fig. 2, the time-projection controller
always produces the same input, as if a DLQR controller
was invoked at time t = 2 and produced the same input. In
these conditions, the DLQR controller behaves similarly and
thus, it can be another guarantee of stability after t = 2. In
order to compare the DLQR and time-projection controllers
with a simple continuous controller of u(t) =−γx(t), we find
the continuous feedback gain γ by converting closed-loop
eigenvalues. The discrete eigenvalue (Λ) of (15) is converted
to a continuous eigenvalue (λ ) by a logarithm operation:

Λ = eT − (eT −1)Γ = eλT (26)

Given that λ = 1− γ , we can find γ as:

γ =−ln(eT − (eT −1)Γ)/T +1 (27)

This let us compare the three types of controllers on a fair
basis. Consider we select T = 1, Q = 1 and R = 1 for
the DLQR design which yields Γ ' 1.43 and satisfies (21).
The equivalent continuous gain for this system would be
γ ' 2.37. Fig. 2 demonstrates how an inter-sample disturbance
could be rejected by these controllers. The DLQR controller
overshoots, simply because of a late response which only starts
at time t = 2. The continuous controller γ smoothly damps
the disturbance while the time-projection controller performs
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DLQR (Γ)

w(t)
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Time-Projection

Time (s)

Fig. 2. A one-dimensional system with continuous, DLQR and time-
projection controllers. The DLQR controller overshoots due to a delayed
response, though the time-projection controller performs very similar to a
continuous control.

damping in multiple steps almost with the same rate as the
continuous controller. One can imagine that with decreasing T ,
the time-projection controller will converge to the continuous
controller.

E. Multi-Dimensional Stability

Stability analysis of multi-dimensional systems is very
similar to our previous example. Assuming k = 0 like before
and zero reference trajectories, we can rewrite the equation
(10) with definitions of matrices A and B:

x(t) = eat X̂t [0]+ (eat − I)a−1bÛt [0] (28)

We multiply both sides by −Ke−at and obtain:

−Ke−atx(t) =−KX̂t [0]−K(I− e−at)a−1bÛt [0] (29)

Knowing from (10) that Ût [0] =−KX̂t [0], we can write:

−Ke−atx(t) = (I−K(I− e−at)a−1b)Ût [0] (30)

Which defines the matrix that should be inverted:

M(t) = I−K(I− e−at)a−1b (31)

Finding eigenvalues of this matrix in closed-form as a function
of time is impossible. However at time t = 0, all these
eigenvalues are equal to 1 which make the matrix invertible. At
other times 0 < t < T after calculating the DLQR gains K, we
simply plot the eigenvalues numerically and verify that they
do not pass through zero, otherwise we change the DLQR
gains. Like the single-dimensional case, the time-projection
controller produces constant inputs in the next phases in
the absence of perturbations. These inputs are equal to the
inputs that a DLQR controller would produce at the beginning
and since the DLQR controller is stable, the time-projection
controller is also stable. In the next section where application
of time-projection in walking is presented, we introduce simple
normalizations that leave a single parameter to tune in the
DLQR cost function. For common humanoid sizes and human-
like frequencies of walking, this parameter has a wide range
of feasible numbers as will be shown in the results section.

III. WALKING CONTROL

Up to this point, the concept of time-projection was only
presented for continuous time-invariant systems. The hybrid
nature of bipedal walking can be addressed via a simple
transformation which hides model changes due to the hybrid
switching modes. In this section, we apply the time-projection
concept to our previously developed 3LP model for 3D walk-
ing [28]. 3LP is composed of three linear pendulums with
masses that remain in constant-height planes and inertias that
approximate rotational dynamics. Thanks to linear properties,
we can derive closed-form equations and obtain walking gaits
at different velocities and frequencies. Consider we represent
pelvis and feet positions by two-dimensional vectors xPelvis(t),
xSwing(t) and xStance(t). Now define a 3LP state x(t) by:

x(t) =
[

q(t)
q̇(t)

]
, q(t) =

[
xSwing(t)− xStance(t)
xPelvis(t)− xStance(t)

]
(32)

where q(t) ∈ R4. Now at phase change moments, a transfor-
mation S can switch the legs:

S =

[
s 0
0 s

]
, s =

[
−I2×2 0
−I2×2 I2×2

]
(33)

where I2×2 is the identity matrix and indeed ST S = I8×8. With
3LP equations, we can find matrices a(t) and b(t) to describe
swing leg and stance leg dynamics. The 3LP state x(t) evolves
in each phase according to (1) where u(t) denotes swing hip
torques. At the end of the phase, we can apply the matrix
S to the state vector and start the new phase with the same
matrices a(t) and b(t). Therefore, although the 3LP model is
a hybrid system, we can easily apply our previous theories on
the system Sa(t) and Sb(t) which hides the hybrid modes. We
refer to the original paper for extensive model details [28] and
only focus on compass walking and foot-placement strategies
in this paper by disabling ankle torques in the 3LP model.
Our Atlas controller, however, still benefits from some CoP
damping as discussed later.

A. Walking DLQR Design

By defining a parametric piecewise linear profile for the
hip torques, we can obtain a discrete system similar to (4)
where X [k]∈R8 and U [K]∈R4 indicate initial state and input
vectors in the phase k. These vectors include both sagittal
and lateral directions. The matrices SA(T ) and SB(T ) are
functions of step time T and the robot’s mechanical properties.
There is also a constraint of CX [k+1] = 0 (where C ∈ R2×8)
which imposes zero velocities for the swing foot at the end
of the phase because there is no impact in our 3LP model.
We postpone derivation of DLQR equations for constrained
systems to Appendix A. However, we note that the zero foot
velocity constraint shapes our control laws depending on swing
dynamics and DLQR cost function design. Our walking DLQR
matrices Q and R normalize position errors by leg length l,
velocity errors by

√
gl and hip torques by Mg where g is

gravity and M is the total mass. These normalizations usually
give very reasonable controllers, though we also multiply the
matrix R by a scalar 10µ to determine the importance of
swing dynamics. The choice of µ = 0 normally works fine,
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but sometimes does not give an optimal stabilization as will
be discussed in the results section.

B. Walking Time-Projection

At each instance of time during the phase, we can measure
foot and pelvis deviation vectors e1(t) ∈ R2 and e2(t) ∈ R2

and their derivatives as shown in Fig. 4.A. We can then
apply time-projection at any time during the phase and obtain
stabilizing hip torques as discussed earlier. The swing foot
velocity constraints are also realized by simple manipulation of
matrices as shown in Appendix B. To better understand time-
projection functionality, consider a 3LP gait with a frequency
of 2 steps/s and a speed of 1 m/s. The open-loop velocities
are shown in Fig. 3.A where the reference nominal trajectory
x̄(t) matches the open-loop system behavior. Now, applying an
inter-sample forward push in the first phase of motion results
in an unstable deviation from nominal trajectories which
eventually leads to falling as shown in Fig. 3.B. The DLQR
controller can stabilize this system by adjusting the footstep
at time t = 1, shown in Fig. 3.C. This adjustment is a result of
modifying the swing-hip torques at the beginning of the second
phase (at t = 0.5), where the accumulated deviation is first
detected. As a result, corrective inputs ∆U are nonzero after
the time t = 0.5 until the system becomes stable completely.

The time-projection controller has a different behavior,
however. Without deviations, this controller produces no cor-
rective input. Once a deviation appears, if there is no active
disturbance applied to the system, the output of time-projection
controller remains constant. However, once an external distur-
bance is present, the time-projection controller keeps updating
the inputs which can be seen in Fig. 3.D. Notice the first
phase where the external push starts acting on the system at
t ≈ 0.1. At this time, corrective inputs start increasing until
the disturbance disappears at t ≈ 0.4. After, the correction
produced by the time-projection controller remains the same
until t = 0.5. In the next phase, the new stance foot location
is already adjusted, and thus less effort is needed by the
controller. Such footstep adjustment produces a larger error
norm in the first phase compared to the DLQR controller,
however, reduces this norm in the next phases considerably.
As a result, the overall deviations from nominal trajectories are
smaller in the time-projection controller, thanks to an online
updating scheme.

To perform time-projection on position-controlled robots,
we require desired swing-foot positions. Once we calculated
instantaneous swing-hip torques like before, we can integrate
the system forward to the end of the phase, and obtain final
footstep adjustments. This process can be repeated for all
the time-instances in the phase, leading to different final
footstep adjustment values. Since the system is linear, these
adjustments are linear functions of the initial error dimensions.
Therefore, we can find time-variant coefficients and later apply
them to arbitrary error values without needing to repeat the
time-projection calculations online. The bottom row of Fig. 4
shows these coefficients or gains as a function of phase time.
The errors e1(t) and e2(t) and their derivatives are multiplied
by these gains and added together to form a step adjustment

∆P(t) shown in Fig. 4.A. This figure only shows gains in the
sagittal direction while lateral gains are exactly the same and
applied on the second dimension of vectors e1(t) and e2(t).
Finally, a truncation of 0.8l is applied to ∆P in both directions
to avoid extra large step lengths and falling. Another truncation
is also used on the lateral adjustments to prevent self-collision.
It is worth mentioning that the curves in Fig. 4 are very similar
if we scale the robot height for example to half of its size,
and the walking frequency also proportionally according to
our normalization coefficients.

C. Leg Retraction

Fig. 4 plots foot-placement gains at different walking fre-
quencies and choices of the parameter µ . On the top row of
this figure, the largest closed-loop eigenvalue does not change
much with µ whereas other eigenvalues start to increase
with positive µ values. In these conditions, the parameter
µ penalizes the hip torques exponentially and makes the
swing leg move naturally. With smaller µ values, the zero
foot velocity constraint is realized at the very end of the
phase. Although the choice of µ = 0 normally gives very
stable controllers, we slightly change it in each walking
frequency to dedicate the last 20% of the phase for swing
foot stabilization. In this case, the gain on e1 converges to 1
while the gain on e2 converges to -1 at the end of the phase.
This property emerges from the zero foot velocity constraint
in the 3LP model and makes the foot horizontally stationary
(relative to the ground). It is called swing-leg retraction [33]
or ground-speed matching in the literature [34] and is known
to increase gait stability. Due to missing swing dynamics,
however, other template models like IP cannot produce this
property mechanically and require intuitive rules in swing
trajectory design [9], [33]. Our nominal choice of µ dedicates
80% of the phase to reach the target if tracking is slow, and
20% to stabilize in that position. Increasing the 20% phase
reduces the convergence rate (eigenvalues start to increase in
Fig. 4 top row). Decreasing the 20 % stabilization phase also
has the risk of ground-speed mismatch which may produce a
horizontal impact, if not slipping.

D. Swing Dynamics

Fig. 4 also quantifies the effect of frequency on time-
projection curves where the gains on the pelvis error get
very large at lower frequencies. In these cases, an early-phase
deviation requires larger reactions, since it grows exponentially
in time due to unstable falling dynamics. Appendix C provides
a discussion on the sensitivity of inter-sample disturbance
timings. Swing dynamics become important in both faster
walking frequencies and heavy-legged robots at the same time
[35]. For this purpose, Fig. 5 quantifies time-projection gains
for different body mass proportions. We also plot capturability
gains [10] on top to show which part of time-projection gains
only come from CoM dynamics. In these plots, we artificially
remove mass from the upper body and add it to the legs in
the Atlas model. This brings the CoM lower and increases
the gains on pelvis position errors. The robot geometry (leg
length) is kept the same, however, to make the comparison
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Fig. 3. Trajectories of A) open-loop normal, B) open-loop disturbed, C) DLQR and D) time-projection controllers. Due to falling dynamics and unstable
system modes, a moderate disturbance can lead to falling in few steps. The DLQR controller updates inputs only at phase-change moments which produces
large deviations due to a delayed reaction. The time-projection controller, however, resolves this issue by a fast online reaction. Note that time-projection only
translates continuous errors to discrete errors. The expertise of DLQR controller on discrete errors is then used to produce online corrections.

fair. The choice of µ in Fig. 5 also corresponds to the point
where two eigenvalues have equal magnitudes. While the foot
stabilization part at the end of the phase does not change
much in Fig. 5 bottom, we observe that the foot position gain
increases with heavier legs, indicating a considerable swing
dynamics. For example, when the swing foot is behind the
stance foot, the sagittal part of e1 becomes negative (refer to
Fig. 4.A) which produces a smaller adjustment ∆P(t). This
means that the commanded final footstep position adapts to
the current swing foot position and does not require a fast
motion since swing dynamics is costly. In summary, derivation
of time-projection gains on top of the 3LP model can optimize
our controller for different robot dynamics.

E. Robot Control

In this paper, we use a simple low-level controller on a
simulated Atlas robot to demonstrate the strengths of our
straightforward foot-placement algorithm. We assume position
control in the joints, availability of an IMU on the pelvis and
contact force sensors in the feet. We only command in-place
walking gait to the robot in all our scenarios with fixed timing.
We use vertical sinusoids for foot trajectories in Cartesian
space which are converted to joint-space by our position-based
inverse kinematics library [36].

1) Torso Balancing Rules
Once we calculated the desired joint angles, we modify

those in the hip joints according to the following rules.
Denote the phase time by 0≤ t < T , the measured 3D contact
force vectors by Fle f t(t) and Fright(t), actual IMU pitch angle
by θ(t), desired pelvis angle by θ̄(t) (the waist joints are

disabled), and the required footstep adjustment by ∆P(t). We
define a phase signal ζ (t) as:

ζ (t) =
|Fleft(t)|

|Fleft(t)|+ |Fright(t)|
(34)

which then forms our modified left hip angles as:

q̄(t) = (1−ζ (t)) [q̄IK(t)−θ(t)− ∆P(t)
l ]

+ ζ (t) [q(t)+β (θ(t)− θ̄(t))]
(35)

Here, q(t) is the measured and q̄IK(t) is the desired left hip
angle from inverse kinematics. A negative hip angle moves
the leg forward according to our convention. For simplicity,
equation (35) only mentions our strategy in the left sagittal
hip joint while control rules for the other three hip joints
are similar. Indeed for all other joints in the robot, q̄IK is
directly given to the joint PID controllers and not modified.
The equation (35) tracks the desired pelvis angle θ̄(t) with a
gain β in stance phase. Here, we feed the measured hip angle
q(t) back to the joint PID controller in order to only track
the IMU angle and keep the pelvis (and torso) at θ̄(t). In
the swing phase, however, equation (35) moves the swing leg
forward by compensating the actual rotation of the pelvis θ(t).
Here ∆P(t) is divided by the leg length l to approximate the
desired hip attack angle. As mentioned earlier, the rhythm of
motion is fixed in our controller, i.e. ground clearance motions
and footstep adjustments are all synchronized with a desired
step time of T . The signal ζ (t) is only used to smoothen
unexpected phase transitions in perturbed walking conditions.
In other words, a hip joint will not start balancing the torso
until the foot in the same leg touches the ground.
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Fig. 4. A) Atlas robot pushed from behind and falling forward while taking a new footstep. The desired gait here is shown in green. CoP damping gains
α try to keep the feet flat while torso tracking gains β keep the torso upright. B,C,D): Footstep adjustments ∆P(t) calculated by time-projection as a linear
function of swing foot and pelvis deviations e1(t) and e2(t) and their derivatives. These curves are similar for both sagittal and lateral directions. At different
walking frequencies, the parameter µ can tune the importance of swing dynamics and change the foot-placement curves. Our nominal choice of µ secures
the last 20% of the phase for swing foot stabilization. Higher or lower values can lead to a slower convergence (by larger eigenvalues) or ignorance of swing
foot states.

2) CoP Damping
In neutral conditions, the CoM in our robot will be on

the line connecting the two ankles together. Flat feet and
upright torso angles are part of the Cartesian tasks we give to
inverse kinematics. With stiff position control, the ankle joints
naturally resist perturbations thanks to having feet in the Atlas
robot. During walking, however, this makes the feet always go
on the edges which minimize the availability of stabilizing
transversal wrenches. In this regard, we continuously add
feedback on each desired foot orientation:

∆ CoP(t) =
[
−φ(t), −αθ(t), 0

]
(36)

where φ(t) and θ(t) are measured roll and pitch angles of that
foot after state estimation (registered in the world-frame by
IMU angles). The equation (36) regulates roll and patch angles
with gains of 1 and α which is also normally set to 1. This
equation removes ankle joint stiffness and simply introduces
a damped behavior. It makes the feet always approaching
horizontal orientations with certain dynamics, depending on
the joint’s internal damping which is set to 0.1 Nms/rad in
our simulations. Later in the results section, we will show how
changing the parameter α would influence the walking style,
i.e., heel-contact and toe-off phases. This gives better insight
into how this parameter should be tuned on a real robot.

3) State Estimation
This block in our controller is as simple as calculating

forward kinematics with joint encoders and IMU measure-
ments. To apply time-projection control, we only calculate
relative horizontal pelvis and foot positions and apply time-
differentiation to calculate their derivatives. Earlier in [37],
we developed an advanced Kalman filter which calculated the
leg kinematic chains from CoP points, allowing the foot to
tilt on the edges during locomotion. However, in this work,
we only calculate forward kinematics for the point under the

ankle joint axis. During heel-contact and toe-off phases, this
point may not be on the ground, but it gives a reasonable
approximation of the support location. Our foot-placement
algorithm, therefore, does not consider the actual CoP as the
support point like [38] and ignores the small stabilization
coming from the CoP damping rules.

4) Heading Stabilization
Since heel-contact and toe-off phases appear during loco-

motion, the robot might slightly slip and turn on the feet
edges. To correct for such deviations, we add feedback on the
desired Cartesian foot orientations. For this purpose, denote
the desired pelvis heading by ψ̄(t), the actual IMU heading
by ψ(t) and a correction term by:

∆ heading(t) =
[
0, 0, η(ψ̄(t)−ψ(t))

]
(37)

where the parameter η = 0.3 brings enough stability in all our
walking simulations. Desired tasks are then defined as:

R̄ left(t) = ∆ CoP, left(t)+(1−ζ (t))∆ heading(t)

R̄right(t) = ∆ CoP, right(t)+ζ (t)∆ heading(t)

R̄ pelvis(t) = ∆ heading(t) (38)

where R̄(t) denotes desired Cartesian orientations given to our
inverse kinematics. These equations apply corrections only
when the feet are in contact with the ground. The signal ψ̄(t)
can indeed change with time, though our controller treats the
turning tasks as unwanted perturbations, not optimally planned
footstep locations like our previous work with MPC [9]. In the
next section, we will demonstrate a turning scenario together
with our walking and push-recovery simulations.

IV. RESULTS

After calculation of in-place walking trajectories in the
Cartesian space, state estimation and application of CoP damp-
ing and heading stabilization rules, we convert the resulting
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Fig. 5. Foot-placement gains at 2 steps/s as a function of leg mass proportions.
By moving the mass from the torso to the legs, we can artificially increase
relative leg weights in the Atlas robot and recalculate time-projection gains.
The capturability curves of the bottom plot indicate the effect of lowering
the overall CoM height. Time-projection curves can, however, account for the
increase in swing dynamics and provide optimum foot-placement laws.

Cartesian tasks to joint-space via inverse kinematics and
modify the desired hip joint angles according to (35). These
angles are then given to the position controllers of Atlas which
run at 100 Hz in our simulations. The robot therefore only
walks in-place unless some intermittent or persistent source of
perturbation make it move. The nominal choices of controller
parameters are mentioned in Table I. We will demonstrate
walking and push-recovery scenarios in this section as well
as sensitivity studies for parameters α , β and µ which are
ankle and hip gains, and the DLQR cost design parameter.
We also generate gaits at different frequencies, compare our
controller with the capture-based method and demonstrate
turning gaits. Extensive videos of these scenarios can be found
in the accompanying video.

A. Push-Recovery

In our Atlas controller, both the CoP damping and hip
control laws allow the robot to fall freely in different direc-
tions. However, depending on the measured deviation from in-

TABLE I
NOMINAL CHOICES OF CONTROLLER PARAMETERS.

Parameter Function Nominal Choice
1/T Stepping frequency 2 steps/s
α Ankle damping 1
β Torso tracking gain 2
µ Swing dynamics cost 20% stabilization
η Heading stabilization 0.3

Fig. 6. The first step taken by the left leg in our push-recovery scenarios.
Here, forces are applied for a duration of T = 0.5 s during the phase. The
proposed method is able to recover impulses up to 200 Ns in the sagittal and
60 Ns in the lateral directions.

place walking which is shown in Fig. 4.A, the time-projection
algorithm adjusts foot locations and tries to capture the motion.
Fig. 6 shows examples of large external pushes applied to the
pelvis for a duration of T = 0.5 s. The largest recoverable
impulse in our method is about 200 Ns in forward and
backward directions while the MPC-based method of [11] for
example recovers 72 Ns impulses at maximum. The maximum
recoverable lateral impulse in our method is also about 60 Ns
while the variable-time method of [39] can recover 20 Ns
on a simulated Sarcos humanoid. Maximum lateral impulses
are more limited due to self-collision constraints in case of
opposite pushes, smaller CoP damping, and the fact that the
CoM is normally between the two feet and already falling
in the direction of non-opposite pushes. The recovery process
may take longer when a self-collision is prevented, or during
a backward push where the CoP damping cannot help much
due to a small heel size. A short analysis of viable states
is provided in Appendix D to clarify the strength of foot-
placement alone which has the dominant role here compared
to the CoP damping strategy. We refer to the accompanying
video for demonstrations of push-recovery scenarios in all four
directions.

B. Walking

Walking gaits can be produced by persistent sources of
asymmetry or perturbation in the system. Here, we do not
command the desired velocity. Instead, we apply persistent
external pushes, or tilt the torso, or shift the pelvis, i.e.,
moving it forward or backward before inverse kinematics. The
neutral pelvis position in our in-place walking gait brings
the CoM on top of the ankle joints while a shift by few
centimeters can make the robot fall and thus trigger a walking
gait. In these scenarios, walking emerges through continuous
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interactions between the perturbation and the foot-placement
controller. The CoP damping rules also contribute slightly.
Fig. 7 shows example snapshots in all these three cases while
the controller remains the same. The robot always resumes
to in-place walking when the asymmetry source disappears.
Indeed, similar strategies like moving the arms forward or
adding a manual offset to the ankle joints can lead to similar
walking gaits. We refer to the accompanying video for full
demonstrations of these walking gaits. Recovering from inter-
mittent disturbances during such persistent asymmetries is also
possible. For example, we can produce walking by shifting the
pelvis forward and apply short external forces during the gait.
A video of push-recovery during walking is included in the
accompanying video.

C. CoP Damping Sensitivity

Remember that parameter α determines the amount of CoP
damping in the ankles. With α = 0, the feet do not adapt
and always go on the edges. With a large choice of α = 5
on the other hand, the feet always become flat and less
human-like. All these scenarios are shown in Fig. 8 where
the walking gait is produced by shifting the pelvis. Flat feet
conditions naturally produce higher vertical bounces in the
pelvis, because the stance leg rotates around the ankle all
the time and cannot go on the toes during phase transitions.
Such pronounced vertical bounces lead to larger touch-down
impacts in our controller which capture some energy and
resist against forward progression. The choice of α = 0 is
more unstable due to transversal slippages which cannot be
completely compensated because our heading stabilization
also requires short phases of complete foot contact with the
ground. Videos of these gaits are included in the accompanying
video.

D. Torso Balancing Stiffness

The stance-hip in our controller tracks desired torso angles
by the gain β which is normally set to 2 in our controller.
During walking gaits produced by the pelvis shift strategy,
interestingly, lowering the gain β can lead to torso bending
in the direction of walking, which is a feature of human
walking too [40]. In our controller, this phenomena further
increase the walking speed as observed in Fig. 9, e.g. in
case of β = 0.7. The foot-placement controller is yet able to
stabilize the motion. However, reducing β would make the
torso oscillate and perturb the gait considerably. The choice
of β = 2 minimizes torso bending while values higher than
this point do not track desired torso angles any better and
often make the controller unstable. The accompanying video
contains the scenarios of Fig. 9 together with a larger choice
of β = 3 in which the robot stumbles during walking.

E. DLQR Cost Design

Remember from Fig. 4 that the parameter µ can penalize
hip torques and determine the importance of swing dynamics.
To better show this effect, we applied a push of 200 N to
the robot for T = 0.5 s during in-place walking (at 2 steps/s)

and plotted the first two footsteps for different choices of
µ . Fig. 10.B shows our nominal choice of µ = −0.4 which
provides 20% final stabilization and moderately captures the
push. A smaller choice of µ =−4 in Fig. 10.A let the robot
take a larger first step first and then a similar second step.
However, a large choice of µ = 4 in Fig. 10.C moves the first
step only slightly forward while the second step follows its
natural dynamics. This large choice of µ always leads to leg-
retraction, often moving the leg backward by penalizing the
swing-hip torques considerably like a free pendulum. Fig. 10.D
compares these three scenarios by plotting the sagittal position
of the right foot in time. Our nominal choice of µ = −0.4
provides reasonable swing speeds and enough ground-speed
matching or leg-retraction. Videos of these scenarios are also
included in the accompanying video.

F. Stepping Frequency

Our controller can modulate the stepping frequency and
reach slower or faster rhythms of motion. Fig. 11 shows
example gaits produced by the pelvis shift strategy at about the
same speed. In these cases, we have changed the parameter µ

for each case according to Fig. 4 to make the controller more
optimal, although walking with µ = 0 is also possible in all
of these frequencies. Videos of these scenarios are included in
the multimedia attachment. A frequency of 3 steps/s in Fig.
11.C is very close to human’s maximum frequency [32]. Our
maximum speed at this frequency is about 1.7 m/s (shown in
Fig. 12) while human can reach up to 2.34 m/s or even faster
[32]. The robot easily goes on the toes which let it take longer
steps during dynamic walking. Our CoP damping strategy is
too simple to apply push-off forces and produce more human-
like shank-foot coordinations [41]. We consider adding push-
off strategies in future work to reduce vertical pelvis motions
geometrically and enable for even longer step lengths. On the
lower end also, we cannot go below 1.5 steps/s whereas the
human can perform walking at 0.8 steps/s or even slower [32].
At these frequencies again, our CoP control strategy is too
simple to provide fast balancing reactions unless we increase
the damping. A transition to stand-still can also be realized by
switching off the CoP damping completely.

G. Comparison with Capturability

Keeping the low-level controller the same, in this part, we
attempt to apply capturability rules instead of time-projection.
The goal is to find boundaries of swing dynamics, since the
capturability gains of Fig. 5 on the LIP model do not account
for swing foot errors and combine them with CoM dynamics.
Fig. 12 shows walking scenarios produced by the pelvis shift
strategy at different stepping frequencies. In slow walking
gaits, the two controllers perform almost similar with no
variations. By increasing the pelvis shift further in the middle
row of Fig. 12, the time-projection controller can still produce
walking. However, the capturability method converges to a
variable and asymmetric gait quantified by different left/right
step lengths. Eventually, by increasing the frequency to 3
steps/s which requires considerable swing dynamics [35], we
observe that the capturability method produces considerable
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A) External forces B) Torso bending C) Pelvis shift

90 N → 1.5 m/s -60 N → -1.4 m/s 20 deg → 1.1 m/s -20 deg → -1.1 m/s 10 cm → 1.1 m/s -10 cm → -1.1 m/s

Fig. 7. Walking gaits emerged from persistent sources of asymmetric disturbances: A) external pushes, B) torso tilts and C) pelvis shifts. In these cases, we
do not command a desired walking gait and let it emerge automatically.

α = 0 → 1.1 m/s α = 1 → 1.1 m/s α = 5 → 0.8 m/s

Fig. 8. The effect of parameter α on gait geometry. Here the walking gait is
produced by the pelvis shift strategy. The choice of α = 0 freezes the stance
ankle while α = 5 makes the foot quickly adapt to the ground.

β = 0.7 → 1.5 m/s β = 1 → 1.2 m/s β = 2 → 1.1 m/s

Fig. 9. The effect of parameter β on gait geometry. Reducing this parameters
in the stance-hip controller can make the torso free which then bends forward
or backward in the direction of motion.

gait variations due to the systematic absence of swing dy-
namics. Videos of these walking gaits are included in the
accompanying video.

H. Turning

As mentioned in the previous section, our heading stabilizer
can track moderate turning commands by treating this signal
as a perturbation. Since the original 3LP model has a pelvis
segment, it cannot turn due to the nonlinearities involved.

However, foot-placement rules derived from the 3LP model are
generic and can stabilize the robot in both directions. With this
feature, we can command the robot to turn with a moderately
changing heading angle and expect the foot-placement laws to
stabilize the gait. Example snapshots are demonstrated in Fig.
13 with videos included in the accompanying video.

V. DISCUSSIONS

The theory we presented in this paper forms a robust
walking controller with a large viable set of states. This con-
troller is based on foot-placement, a walking control strategy
which only works based on the hybrid nature of walking and
requires future predictions. We developed time-projection as
an alternative to MPC to account for this requirement and
embedded all the knowledge of future predictions in the DLQR
controller. Time-projection is, therefore, a simple translation
of continuous errors to the discrete space where the expertise
of DLQR can be utilized. We also applied time-projection
to the 3LP model which adds swing and torso balancing
dynamics to the original LIP model. Our 3LP model produces
footstep adjustments that naturally consider swing dynamics,
hip torques costs and leg-retractions.

A. Imprecise Walking

Using a very simple low-level Atlas controller, we admit
that we do not precisely realize 3LP trajectories on the full
robot. In other words, we do not accurately track any desired
3LP posture, or we do not keep the CoM height constant. Our
Atlas controller works very similarly to an ordinary inverted
pendulum with fixed leg lengths. We allow the pelvis to go
up and down, the feet to go on the edges and the swing
leg to touch the ground with perturbed timing. All these
features make the robot more human-like, though violate the
assumptions behind 3LP model. Our walking gaits also emerge
from continuous interactions between disturbances and foot-
placement. Therefore, our powerful controller overshadows
such assumption violations. For this reason, we call our
method ”imprecise walking”. A similar concept is also used
in [27], [31], [38] where a stop condition is always forced as
a terminal constraint in a number of future steps to capture
the motion. In these methods, other user-defined tasks [31] or
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tunable gains [27] let the robot walk and move forward before
reaching the terminal constraint.

B. CoP damping
A large body of humanoid walking literature is based on

CoP control and the use of ankle torques. We combined
this strategy with our foot-placements through simple CoP
damping rules. The behavior of ankle joints in our robot is
tunable and allows for heel-contact and toe-off phases [38].
However, CoP damping is probably too simple to precisely
reproduce human’s early-swing lower-leg trajectories [41]. It
is also not powerful enough to balance the robot in very slow
stepping frequencies. Therefore, we consider developing more
advanced push-off and CoP control algorithms in future work.
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CoM assumptions in the 3LP model. The faster frequency of 3 steps/s in C)
requires shorter steps though and less lateral bounces, producing smoother
motions in the limbs.
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in faster speeds shown in the middle. It also produces large gait variations at
3 steps/s where swing dynamics becomes more important.
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Fig. 13. Snapshots of a forward walking and turning gait emerged from the
pelvis shift strategy and commanding a desired heading signal.

C. Limb Behavior

In our Atlas controller, the two legs function very similarly
to the IP model with fixed-length legs during the stance phase.
A better control strategy would be to make them virtually
compliant (with torque control [27]) to reduce the touch-down
impacts during uneven-terrain locomotion. Our 3LP model
can also produce slope-walking by rotating the gravity vector
which introduces external horizontal forces. This part is left for
future work after obtaining a better understanding of human’s
limb functionalities in slope walking conditions.

D. Non-Periodic Motions

The method presented in this paper is suitable for recovery
from external pushes and obtaining periodic gaits. Walking on
partial footholds, rubbles, stairs and structured terrains would
require powerful perception and planning. The algorithms
introduced in [42], [43] can handle these nonlinearities off-
line. However, they are probably too slow to give online
updates (in milliseconds) needed for extreme disturbance
rejection scenarios. For complex environments, our 3LP model
is probably too simple to produce feasible gaits, and our
time-projection controller cannot handle inequality constraints.
However, 3LP mechanics and other intuitions we obtained in
this paper on the design of optimization cost functions can
help in future to design better MPC controllers.

E. Phase Timing

The entire theory of this paper is based on a fixed-timing
whereas, in our Atlas controller, we read contact forces and
adaptively change the role of hip joints in the robot. In
unexpected phase changes, therefore, both the legs do not
start their new roles unless the feet establish or de-establish
contacts with the ground. An alternative would be to reset the
phase once a new contact is detected. For this purpose, our
foot-placement laws can be simply truncated or extrapolated.
However, in the current implementation, we do not change
phase timing as a control strategy to stabilize walking which

brings more robustness but introduces a nonlinear control
problem [39].

F. Torso Rotations

We saw that bending the torso can produce emergent
walking gaits. We also saw that with smaller hip gains, the
torso tends to bend forward during walking, although it is
commanded to stay upright. At the same time during push-
recovery scenarios, the torso may also momentarily rotate back
and forth, depending on the hip gain and push strength. In the
future, we would like to study the effect of torso momentums
on gait stabilization and dynamics. A possible starting point
would be to make the torso pendulum free in 3LP model,
though with linear dynamics. This may give time-projection
rules to control the torso tilt angle as well.

G. Model-Based Control

The foot-placement strategy in our method stabilizes model
violations including heel-toe motions and vertical pelvis ex-
cursions. We call our walking gaits imprecise because these
violations influence the speed. In other words, even using the
3LP model, we can not exactly determine the final walking
speed emerging from for example 10 cm of pelvis shift on the
Atlas robot. However, we can still produce a wide range of
forward and backward speeds by simulating the system and
measuring the velocity. In this regard, although time-projection
requires the 3LP model to project errors back in time, our full
system is not completely explained. The 3LP model mainly
helps to derive more optimal foot-placement rules for heavy-
legged robots or fast walking frequencies.

H. Swing trajectories

Since we do not use 3LP gaits to produce nominal walking,
time-variable swing-hip trajectories are missing in our model.
In other words, we directly command the final attack angle to
the swing leg and let it reach that point over time. This strategy
may produce fast swing motions on the Atlas robot which has
relatively light-weight legs and powerful actuators. On heavy-
legged robots like COMAN which also has a delay-full control
[37], our strategy ensures a more precise tracking. Alternative
methods of shaping the swing trajectories could be tuning the
damping terms in the swing-hip controller, or designing time-
dependent profiles similar to Fig. 10.D and scaling them by
desired step lengths [9]. These improvements could be done
in future work.

This paper presented the concept of time-projection which
worked best for the hybrid system of bipedal walking thanks
to a smart state transformation which removed hybridity.
Our theory produced simple look-up-table control rules that
could stabilize a complex humanoid system in extreme per-
turbations. This simple controller can be applied to other
robots as well by finding proper values for the few control
parameters involved and recalculation of the foot-placement
curves. All the functions used to generate these curves are
found in a MATLAB GUI which will be available online at
https://biorob.epfl.ch/research/humanoid/walkman.

https://biorob.epfl.ch/research/humanoid/walkman
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APPENDIX A
DLQR FOR CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS

For a discrete constrained system of:

X [k+1] = AX [k]+BU [k]

CX [k+1] = 0 (39)

which has a set-point solution X̄ [k] and Ū [k], the error system
is defined as:

E[k+1] = AE[k]+B∆U [k]

CE[k+1] = 0 (40)

where E[k] = X [k]− X̄ [k]. Here, regardless of the control
strategy, the constraint represented by C should always be
satisfied. Consider A ∈ RN×N and B ∈ RN×M and C ∈ RP×N .
The DLQR optimization problem for this system is:

min
E[k],∆U [k]

∑
∞
k=0 E[k]T QE[k]+∆U [k]T R∆U [k]

s.t.
{

E[k+1] = AE[k]+B∆U [k]
CE[k+1] = 0 k ≥ 0 (41)

Assume we find a matrix C̃ ∈R(N−P)×N that forms a complete
basis with C. In other words, the matrix S defined by:

S =

[
C̃
C

]
(42)

has a full rank. Now, we define a new variable Z[k] = SE[k]
which will produce the following new DLQR problem:

min
Z[k],∆U [k]

∑
∞
k=0 Z[k]T Q̃Z[k]+∆U [k]T R̃∆U [k]

s.t.
{

Z[k+1] = ÃE[k]+ B̃∆U [k]
C̃Z[k+1] = 0 k ≥ 0 (43)

where:

Q̃ = S−T QS−1, R̃ = R

Ã = SAS−1, B̃ = SB, C̃ =CS−1 (44)

Note that:

Z[k] = SE[k] =
[
C̃E[k]
CE[k]

]
=

[
Y [k]

0

]
(45)

where Y [k] ∈ RN−P is reduced to exclude the constraint.
Assuming P < N, a full rank C and M >= P, we can find P
independent components of ∆U [k] and rewrite the constraint in
terms of these components. Without loss of generality, assume
these components are the last P components of ∆U [k], referred
to as ∆W [k] hereafter:

∆U [k] =
[

∆V [k]
∆W [k]

]
(46)

where ∆V [k] ∈ RM−P and ∆W [k] ∈ RP. Consider we decom-
pose matrices Q̃ and R̃ as follows:

Q̃ =

[
Q̃vv Q̃vw

Q̃wv Q̃ww

]
, R̃ =

[
R̃vv R̃vw

R̃wv R̃ww

]
(47)

where the last lower right corner of size P×P is taken out
with an index ww. Likewise, system matrices Ã and B̃ can be
decomposed to:[

Y [k+1]
0

]
=

[
Ãvv Ãvw

Ãwv Ãww

][
Y [k]

0

]
+

[
B̃vv B̃vw

B̃wv B̃ww

][
∆V [k]
∆W [k]

]
(48)

With such decomposition, we can take ∆W [k] out of (48) from
the last P rows:

∆W [k] = G̃Y [k]+ H̃∆V [k]

G̃ = −(B̃ww)−1Ãwv

H̃ = −(B̃ww)−1B̃wv (49)

and:

Y [k+1] = ĀY [k]+ B̄∆V [k]

Ā = Ãvv + B̃vwG̃

B̄ = B̃vv + B̃vwH̃ (50)

Now, given that we have resolved the constraint, we can form
an equivalent DLQR design in terms of Y [k] and ∆V [k] by
replacing ∆W [k] in all terms:

min
Y [k],∆V [k]

∑
∞
k=0

Y [k]T Q̄Y [k]+∆V [k]T R̄∆V [k]+2Y [k]T N̄∆V [k]

s.t. Y [k+1] = ĀY [k]+ B̄∆V [k] k ≥ 0 (51)

which has a standard DLQR format without constraint. The
new cost matrices in (51) are defined as:

Q̄ = Q̃vv + G̃T R̃wwG̃

R̄ = R̃vv + H̃T R̃wwH̃ + R̃vwH̃ + H̃T R̃wv

N̄ = G̃T (R̃wwH̃ + R̃wwT H̃T + R̃vwT + R̃wv) (52)

We call the optimal DLQR gain matrix for (51) K̄ which acts
on Y [k] = C̃E[k] and produces ∆V [k]. The other part of system
input ∆W [k] can be calculated by (49). Overall, the system
input is:

∆U [k] =
[
−K̄

G̃− H̃K̄

]
C̃E[k] (53)

which optimally satisfies the constraint and initial DLQR
problem in (41).

APPENDIX B
TIME-PROJECTION FOR CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS

Time-projection controller for a constrained system is de-
rived very similarly to a normal system. Consider all formula-
tions and decompositions of Appendix A. The instantaneous
error e(t) = x(t)− x̄(t) in a constrained system would evolve
until the next control time by:

Êt [k+1] = A(τ)e(t)+B(τ)δÛt [k] (54)

where τ = (k+1)T − t and the constraint applies CÊt [k+1] =
0. Here we assume a constant input δÛt [k] applied to the
system which yields to a predicted error Êt [k+1]. Remember
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the hat notation is used to emphasize that these predicted
quantities are just calculated at time t and they are not real sys-
tem variables. Imagine we define z(t) = Se(t), Ãt = SA(τ)S−1,
B̃t = SB(τ) and perform a decomposition similar to (48):

Ẑt [k+1] = Ãtz(t)+ B̃tδÛt [k][
Ŷt [k+1]

0

]
=

[
Ãv

t
Ãw

t

]
z(t)

+

[
B̃vv

t B̃vw
t

B̃wv
t B̃ww

t

][
δV̂t [k]
δŴt [k]

]
(55)

which describes system evolution from time t to (k + 1)T
whereas the constraint in (43) describes same evolution from
kT to (k+1)T . Here the subscript t indicates dependency on
t. Note that the last P elements of z(t) might not be zero in
kT < t < (k+1)T , but the constraint implies that these last P
elements have to be zero at time instances kT and (k+ 1)T .
Similar to (49), we can take δŴ [k] out of the last P equations:

δŴt [k] = G̃tz(t)+ H̃tδV̂t [k]

G̃t = −(B̃ww
t )−1Ãw

t

H̃t = −(B̃ww
t )−1B̃wv

t (56)

and new system matrices would be defined as:

Ŷt [k+1] = Ātz(t)+ B̄tδV̂t [k]

Āt = Ãv
t + B̃vw

t G̃t

B̄t = B̃vv
t + B̃vw

t H̃t (57)

Note that in (50) and (57), the constraint is resolved. In other
words, system matrices are adjusted such that they account for
the effect of W inputs which aim at satisfying the constraint.
Now, we can consider time-projection for this free system as
follows. Imagine an initial reduced state Ŷt [k] evolves in time
by δV̂t [k] according to (50) and yields to Ŷt [k+1]. Similarly,
the current error z(t) evolves in time by δV̂t [k] and yields to the
same Ŷt [k+1] according to (57). Now, the system of equations
in (10) can be applied here as well:Ā B̄− B̄t ·

K I ·
· −H̃t I

 Ŷt [k]
δV̂t [k]
δŴt [k]

=

Āt
0

G̃t

Se(t) (58)

where the solution defines δu(t) = δÛt [k] to be applied at time
instance t.

APPENDIX C
PUSH TIMING SENSITIVITY

Due to the unstable dynamics of walking, the sensitivity of
footstep adjustments with respect to the timing of external
pushes is important. To this end, we simulated the open-
loop 3LP system and closed-loop DLQR and time-projection
controllers with pushes of the same magnitude, but variable
timings and durations. The results are shown in Fig. 14 over
three consecutive steps. We applied the push between certain
times of the phase, shown by percentage on the two horizontal
axes. Error surfaces quantify the norm of error with respect to
the nominal in-place walking gait, calculated at touch down
events and plotted along the vertical axis. Fig. 14 demonstrates
that a push of same magnitude and duration might have a

more severe effect on the system if applied earlier in the
phase. While the open-loop system is unstable, the other two
closed-loop systems recover from the push successfully, but
with certain dynamics. At the end of the first step, the DLQR
controller produces an error almost similar to the open-loop
system. However, due to a delayed reaction, it overshoots
in the second step. The time-projection controller, however,
adjusts the footstep online during the first step to avoid such
overshoot. Fig. 14 also indicates that longer pushes have more
severe effects, especially if they start earlier in the phase.

APPENDIX D
VIABLE REGIONS

The goal of this analysis is to find the set of viable states
for the time-projection controller [18] as well as the maximum
set for all possible controllers. We apply time-projection to the
3LP model scaled by Atlas dimensions, assume torque limits
of 260 Nm in the hip joins, and footstep locations that go up
to 0.8l away from their hip joints horizontally (which form
square regions). Here l denotes the leg length. We divide each
phase into five shorter sub-phases where time-projection and
arbitrary input profiles (for the maximum viable set) can pro-
vide continuous inputs. Our maximum viable set includes all
the states which are capturable in six steps, i.e., with feasible
arbitrary inputs over these steps. Fig. 15.A plots these sets for a
normal Atlas robot walking at 1.5 steps/s and 3 steps/s. In slow
frequencies, the time-projection controller covers most of the
maximum set whereas, in higher frequencies, other controllers
can produce more complex profiles of hip torques compared to
our piecewise linear profiles. Therefore, swing dynamics can
stabilize a slightly larger region of states in higher frequencies.
With artificially heavier legs (related to Fig. 5), the maximum
viable set shrinks considerably in Fig. 15.B, though the time-
projection controller still covers most of this maximum set.
In conclusion, the plots in Fig. 15 indicate that although
time-projection does not consider inequality constraints, it can
stabilize a considerable portion of the maximum set of viable
states. Therefore, removing the inequality constraints in time-
projection is not a big compromise. In worse cases, the regions
plotted in Fig. 15 can predict failure for a given state, which
could then trigger an emergency controller on the real robot.
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